SHOWERING SOLUTIONS

inspire
COLLECTION

KUDOS COLLECTION 2022

A Great British company
producing great British
products

For over 20 years Kudos have designed and manufactured high quality
showering products, our 2022 collection brings together innovative design,
functionality and value, helping you to create the perfect solution for your
bathroom. From doors and enclosures through to shower trays, wet-room
systems and over-bath screens, whichever Kudos product you choose you can
be sure of getting a great British product from a Great British company.

The difference is in the detail
Every Kudos product has been hand built by craftsmen who have an enduring
passion for design and an abiding commitment to quality. All covered by the
Kudos lifetime guarantee* our extensive product range should provide the ideal
solution for your needs, if not, then consider Kudos Signature, our bespoke
shower solution tailored to your exact requirements.

*See website for details.
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KUDOS COLLECTION 2022

over-bath screens
collection
Over-bath showering has long been considered a compromise of practicality
over style and performance, but not anymore. The over-bath screen collection
by Kudos makes no such compromise.

Kudos has been making high quality showering products for the last 20 years,
hand-assembled using the best materials, our stunning collection of over-bath
panels is designed to complement your bathroom space, whilst providing the
benefit of a high performance showering facility. All screens and panels are
treated with Lifeshield glass protection for easy cleaning and are covered by the
Kudos Lifetime guarantee.

The Kudos over-bath showering collection is comprised of two distinct ranges.

inspire:
Characterised by minimalist frameless design and innovative technologies
including click-to-lock hinges to hold your screen in place and our unique
SmartSeal Technology, available in 6 or 8mm toughened safety glass and in
single, two, three and four panel options.

ultimate10:
Based on the Kudos ultimate walk-in shower enclosure system, ultimate fixed
shower panels offer a simple yet elegant solution to over-bath showering.
Available in 4 panel sizes in stunning 10mm toughened safety glass with
Lifeshield™ coating and a choice of fixings, you can create combinations to suit
virtually all situations. With Silver/Chrome, Matt Black, Brushed/Polished Gold
and Brushed or Bright Nickel finishes, the options are almost limitless.

A retro-fit foldaway deflector panel allows for smaller front panels to be fitted
OVER-BATH SCREENS

to give maximum access to the bath whilst ensuring that when showering the
spray is contained with the bathing
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inspire
single panel screens
Kudos Single Panel Bath Screens are larger than average, measuring 1500mm high and 850mm wide, to provide a more
generous showering area.
For added comfort and convenience, Single Panel Bath Screens are available with an integrated rail so you can keep your
towel conveniently within reach.
SmartSeal Technology incorporates integrated mouldings and twin element seals, delivering the ultimate shower protection.

Features
+ 6mm or 8mm glass options

+ Lifetime Guarantee

+ Reversible for left or right hand fixing

+ Toughened safety glass with Lifeshield™ protection

+ Optional towel rail

+ Adjustment for out of true walls

+ SmartSeal technology

Codes & Demsions
Bath Screens

Product Code

Single Panel 6 mm

3BASC6NHS

Single Panel 6 mm - including towel rail

3BASC6S

Single Panel 8 mm

3BASC8NHS

Single Panel 8 mm - including towel rail

Note: Kudos Bath screens are designed to fit
on most standard straight edge baths. For best
performance and water retention all fixed and
moving panels should be parallel to the inner
edge of the bath.

3BASC8S

Overhead Diagram

780mm

40mm

850 - 865mm

Dimensions: H: 1500mm x W: 850mm
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Optional towel rail

OVER-BATH SCREENS
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inspire
two panel out-swing screens
Kudos Two Panel Out Swing Screens are designed to provide an extended showering area of 950mm, yet still provide easy
access to the bath.
Featuring a 305mm fixed panel that is permanently sealed to the bath and providing absolute showering protection. The
larger 645mm panel opens out to allow access to shower controls and cleaning.
With Click-to-Lock hinges holding the screen in position, Out-Swing Bath Screens are also available with an integrated rail so
you can keep your towel conveniently within reach.

Features
+ 6mm or 8mm glass options

+ Lifetime Guarantee

+ Optional towel rail

+ Toughened safety glass with Lifeshield™ protection

+ Click-to-Lock hinges

+ Adjustment for out of true walls

+ SmartSeal technology

Codes & Demensions
Bath Screens

Note: Kudos Bath screens are designed to fit

Product Code

Two Panel Out-Swing 6mm - LH

4BASC2PFOUTLHS

Two Panel Out-Swing 6mm - RH

4BASC2PFOUTRHS

Two Panel Out-Swing 6mm - including towel rail - LH

4BASC2PO6L

Two Panel Out-Swing 6mm - including towel rail - RH

4BASC2PO6R

Two Panel Out-Swing 8mm - LH

4BASC2PO8NHL

Two Panel Out-Swing 8mm - RH

4BASC2PO8NHR

Two Panel Out-Swing 8mm - including towel rail - LH

4BASC2PO8L

Two Panel Out-Swing 8mm - including towel rail - RH

4BASC2PO8R

on most standard straight edge baths. For best
performance and water retention all fixed and
moving panels should be parallel to the inner
edge of the bath.

213mm

Overhead Diagram

647mm

R644
318mm

22mm

950mm

Dimensions: H: 1500mm x W: 950mm
All inspire multi panel bath screens are handed, please
specify left or right hand fixing when ordering.
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inspire
two panel in-fold screens
Kudos Two Panel In-Fold Screens feature a 500mm fixed panel that is permanently fixed to the bath and a smaller 375mm
in-folding panel which sits behind the fixed panel when not in use, allowing easy access to the bath.
When in use the two panels provide a generous 875mm showering area. High quality Click-to-Lock hinges secure the screen
so it is positioned along the inner edge of the bath.
Features
+ 6mm or 8mm glass options

+ Lifetime Guarantee

+ Optional towel rail

+ Toughened safety glass with Lifeshield™ protection

+ Click-to-Lock hinges

+ Adjustment for out of true walls

+ SmartSeal technology

Codes & Dinensions
Bath Screens

Product Code

Two Panel In-Fold 6mm - LH

4BASCDUOLHS

Two Panel In-Fold 6mm - RH

4BASCDUORHS

Two Panel In-Fold 8mm - LH

4BASCDUO8LH

Two Panel In-Fold 8mm - RH

4BASCDUO8RH

Note: Kudos Bath screens are designed to fit
on most standard straight edge baths. For best
performance and water retention all fixed and
moving panels should be parallel to the inner
edge of the bath.

213mm

Overhead Diagram

22mm

875mm

R373

Two panel in closed position

41mm
500mm

Dimensions: H: 1500mm x W: 875mm
All inspire multi-panel bath screens are handed, please
specify left or right hand fixing when ordering.
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OVER-BATH SCREENS
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inspire
three panel in-fold screens
The stunning Kudos Three Panel In-Fold Screen is the ultimate in over-bath showering protection.
The screen extends to 1250mm, yet folds to just 500mm when not in use providing the features of a relaxing bath as well
as the benefit of an oversized shower area. Featuring unique Click-to-Lock hinges to ensure the panels remain in-line when
in use.

Features
+ 6mm glass option only

+ Click-to-Lock hinges

+ Lifetime Guarantee

+ SmartSeal technology

+ Adjustment for out of true walls

+ Toughened safety glass with Lifeshield™ protection

Codes & Dimensions
Panel Options

Product Code

Three Panel In-Fold 6mm - LH

BASCTRIPLEPLHS

Three Panel In-Fold 6mm - RH

BASCTRIPLEPRHS

Note: Kudos Bath screens are designed to fit
on most standard straight edge baths. For best
performance and water retention all fixed and
moving panels should be parallel to the inner
edge of the bath.

213mm

Overhead Diagram

22mm

1250mm

R382

68mm
500mm

Dimensions: H:1500mm x W:1250mm
All inspire multi-panel bath screens are handed, please
specify left or right hand fixing when ordering.
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Three panel in closed position

OVER-BATH SCREENS
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inspire
four panel in-fold screens
For greater access to the bath without compromising on shower protection, the Kudos Four Panel In-Fold Screen is
the solution.
Each of the three 215mm hinged panels sit comfortably behind the 305mm fixed panel providing virtually unimpeded access
to the bath, yet when in use extends to 950mm for excellent showering protection.

Features
+ 6mm glass option only

+ Click-to-Lock hinges

+ Lifetime Guarantee

+ SmartSeal technology

+ Adjustment for out of true walls

+ Toughened safety glass with Lifeshield™ protection

Codes & Dimensions
Bath Screens

Product Code

Four Panel In-Fold 6mm - LH

4BASCOMPLHS

Four Panel In-Fold 6mm - RH

4BASCOMPRHS

Note: Kudos Bath screens are designed to fit
on most standard straight edge baths. For best
performance and water retention all fixed and
moving panels should be parallel to the inner
edge of the bath.

213mm

Overhead Diagram

22mm

950mm

R224
95mm

305mm

Dimensions: H:1500mm x W:950mm
All inspire multi-panel bath screens are handed, please
specify left or right hand fixing when ordering.
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Four panel in closed position

OVER-BATH SCREENS
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inspire
shower panel & integrated rail
The Kudos Over-Bath Shower Panel with integrated shower rail delivers the ultimate protection from water spillage. Its
robust construction makes it ideal for use with the most powerful shower systems and its stylish and attractive design will
complement any bathroom.
The bowed rail provides increased elbow room and pushes the shower curtain against the bath which helps prevent the
curtain billowing and clinging to the bather.

Features
+ 8mm toughened glass with Lifeshield™ protection

+ 20mm wallpost adjustment for out-of-true walls

+ Fixed panel at 1500mm high x 350mm wide

+ Bowed rail for greater space and comfort

+ Reversible for left or right hand fixing

Codes & Dimensions
Bath Screens

Product Code

*Shower Panel & Rail (Recess)

5OBSPBRR

*Shower Panel & Rail *Recess (Corner)

5OBSPBCR

* shower curtain and hooks not included

Overhead Diagram
Corner Rail Option

Recess Rail Option

29mm

Trim to suit
recess width

782mm MAX

1214 - 1234mm

158mm
2040mm MAX
Trim to suit recess width

29mm
158mm

337 - 357mm

+ Recessed intergrated shower rail
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337 - 357mm

OVER-BATH SCREENS

Kudos Shower Products Ltd
Elmsfield Park, Holme
Cumbria LA6 1RJ
United Kingdom
Telephone: +44 (0)1539 564040
Fax: +44 (0)1539 564141
Email: sales@kudosshowers.co.uk
www.kudosshowers.co.uk
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